
Denis Mack Smith,  Modern Italy: A Political History,  University of Michigan Press, 1997 

 Although published some twenty years ago, it remains the standard for objective, scholarly 

 history, as does his Italy and its Monarchy 

 Mack Smith has written a biography of Mussolini which is equally thorough and reliable 

 He has also written biographies on Cavour, Mazzini, and Garibaldi  

 

Christopher Duggan, Concise History of Italy 

 More “textbook” but readable and accurate 

 

David Gilmour, The pursuit of Italy 

 If you want a popular history and you don’t care about good methodology, this one is a good bet. 

 Combines some travel and gossipy bits. 

 

Christopher Hibbert’s biography of  Mussolini is good (less dense than Mank Smith’s) as is Ivone 

Kirkpatrick’s although now somewhat dated 

 

Iris Origo, War in the Val d’Orcia,  more recent versions titled A Chill in the Air 

  a personal view (diary) from a British historian-biographer who lived through the Second World 

 War in  Tuscany   

 

Charles F. Delzell, Mussolini’s Enemies 

 Though “old” in publishing terms, still a standard work on the anti-fascist resistance after the 

 Armistice 

 

Maria de Blasio Wilhelm, The Other Italy:  The Italian Resistance in WWII 

 More recent, with good reviews (I’ve not read it yet) 

 

Joshua Zimmerman, ed., Jews in Italy under Fascist and Nazi Rule, 1922-45   

 A collection of essays with recent revisionist historical views 

 

Renzo deFelice, The Jews in Fascist Italy  

 Translated and published in English in 2001 a scholarly, in-depth work 

 

Primo Levi, Survival in Auschwitz or in more recent editions If this be a man (direct translation of 

original Italian title Se questo è un uomo) 

 Levi was a Jew and a partisan sent to Auschwitz.  This is a compelling work of memoir and self-

 examination by an intellectual.  Although disturbing, I highly recommend it.   

 

And I will admit that I rarely read historical fiction (I have a tendency to find errors or disputed 

interpretations that annoy me) so I don’t have titles in English at my fingertips--beyond The Garden of the 

Finzi-Contini.   A friend who loves historical fiction heartily recommends the very recent Beneath a 

Scarlet Sky.   There were a number of Italian authors who lived through fascism and the war who wrote in 

those settings;  unfortunately I find none of them available in translation after a quick google search.    

 

I would suggest google searches for other sources—there are a number of excellent scholarly articles on 

line about specific people, policies and programs.  And check out youtube for documentary footage 

 

Films    Roma, città aperta (Rome, Open City)          Music    Bella ciao   both the mondine version and 

 Ladri di biciclette (Bicycle thief)     the partigiani version 

 Amarcord        great Italian protest song 

 Cinema paradiso 


